
JULY MOVIES 

2nd July 2017, Sunday – The Pianist 

The film is adapted from the autobiography of Wladyslaw Szpilman, a Polish Jew who detailed hi survival 

during World War 2.A composer and a pianist, he played the last live music heard over polish radio 

airwaves before Nazi artillery hit. During the brutal occupation, he eluded deportation and remained in the 

devastated Warsaw ghetto. 

  Time:  18H00   

  Cost:  Free movie 

 

  Duration:  2 hour 30 minutes 

 

 

5th July 2017, Wednesday – Angela’s Ashes  

Life in impoverished Depression -era Ireland holds little promise for young Frank McCourt, the oldest son in 

a tightly – knit family. Living by his wits, cheered by irrepressible spirit, and sustained by his mother fierce 

love, Frank embarks on an inspiring journey to overcome the poverty of his childhood and reach the land of 

his dreams: America 

  Time:  18H00   

  Cost:  Free movie 

  Duration:  2 hours 25 minutes  

 

 

 

 

9th July 2017 SUNDAY -It could happen to you  

Charlie Lang is a neighbourhood cop with a heart of gold-and a money – hungry wife Muriel who’s always 

looking for a way to cash in. When she asks Charlie to buy a lottery ticket, he agrees then impulsively 

promises half the winnings to a waitress, Yvonne. When their numbers hit. The real fun begins, as Muriel 

learns to live large while Charlie and Yvonne learn to love again. 

   Time:  18H00 

  Cost:  Free movie 

  Duration:  1 hour 41 minutes  

 
 

16th  July 2017, SUNDAY – True Grit  

The Grit is a powerful story of vengeance and valor set in an unforgiving and unpredictable frontier where 

justice is simple and mercy is rare. Mattie Ross is determined to avenge her father’s blood by capturing 

Tom Chaney the man who shot and killed him for pieces of gold. 
 

Time:  18H00    

Cost: R16 Cost:  Free movie 

  Duration:  1 hours 51 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=http://br.web.img3.acsta.net/c_520_690/newsv7/15/06/05/22/24/063716.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.adorocinema.com/noticias/filmes/noticia-113762/&docid=3OSlXxWVlhj7NM&tbnid=B9VvEo3o8qcWiM:&vet=1&w=520&h=690&bih=985&biw=1920&ved=0ahUKEwiin_aWhIPUAhVJzRQKHXXsCnMQxiAIGSgE&iact=c&ictx=1


 

 

 

 

 

 

23rd July 2017, SUNDAY – Runaway Jury 

Gene Hackman and Dustin Hoffman face of in this electrifying nail-biter about a ruthless jury consultant 

who’ll do anything to win. With lives and millions of dollars at stake, the fixer plays a deadly cat-and mouse 

game with a jury member and a mysterious who offer to deliver the verdict to the highest bidder. 
 

Time:  18H00  

Cost:  Free movie  

Duration:                   2 hours 7 minutes 

 

 

26th  July 2017, WEDNESDAY – Crossing Over  

Harrison Ford is on a quest for justice as an immigration an agent investigating the case of a missing 

illegal.in a cross-fire of crime and bureaucracy, fraud and murder, he must race against time to try to save a 

family from becoming collateral damage in the fight for the American dream.   
 

Time:  18H00 

Cost:  Free 

  Duration:  2 hours 20 minutes  

 

 

 

30th July 2017, SUNDAY – Musical Walking on sunshine 

A young woman (Annabel Scholey) prepares for her wedding in Italy, unaware that her fiance (Greg Wise) 

and sister (Hannah Arterton) were once deeply in love. 
 

Time:  18H00  

Cost:  Free movie  

Duration:                  1 hours 37 minutes 
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